
Zhejiang Double Arrow Rubber Co., Ltd. 

 

DOUBLE ARROW is a manufacturer specialized in Heavy Duty Roller, Conveyor pulley, 

conveyor belt, high quality products had been supplied satisfactorily to industries such 

as: Mining, Cement, Pulp & Paper, Fertilizer & Power Plant, both for.   

 
Zhejiang Double Arrow Rubber Co., Ltd is a leading rubber conveyor belting manufacturer 

from China with an annual output capacity of about 50,000,000㎡, and is globally the 

largest singly located conveyor manufacturing site.  

 

An extensive range of highly qualified fabric, steel cord, solid woven, aramid, anti-tear 

and specialized belting is manufactured to meet and exceed stringent international 

standards. Advanced production and testing equipment, and ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and 

GB/T28001 certification at our factory ensures Double Arrow products can perfectly meet 

industry demands. Being widely used in coalmines, ports, electric power plants, 

metallurgy and other industries, ”Double Arrow" products have a big market in China as 

well as significant sales in five continents 

 



Below are some the photos that shows Workshop facilities and different types machines 

utilized for production  

a) Vulcanizing-workshop 

 

 

b) Production line of wide extruded calendering rubber sheet 1 

 

 



c) Production-line-of-mixer 

 

d) Material-automatic-weighing-system 

 

Advanced equipment, high technology and product performance decided by technology 

are the premises of market cultivation and realization of the business ideal. Double Arrow 

owns clean and modern factory buildings with the green lands over 35%. 

In order to establish good working environment and circumstances, the company 

advocates"6S"(seiri,seiton,seiso,seiketsu,shitsuke,safety)management, which enhanced 

production efficiency, product quality and morale of the personnel. The company owns 

advanced production equipment which has formed a standardized, serialized and scale 

production. By its high quality products and complete after-sale service, Double Arrow 

has set up its own brand image. 



 

 
 
The technology behind one of the world`s 
longest Pipe Conveyors 
 

 Long-distance conveyors are a reliable and energy-efficient methods of bulk materials 

transport. Pipe conveyors – fully enclosed. Double Arrow has manufactured and installed 

a 28 km long pipe conveyor. 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Shanghai Observatory Tower 

Shanghai Tower is nowadays one of the highest buildings in the world and a top attraction 

in China. The observation deck on the 118th floor provides outstanding views of the city 

and the surrounding scyscrappers like the Jinmao Tower and World Financial Center 

 

Shanghai Tower is the newest and tallest skyscrapper in China, with a height of 632 

meters or 2,073 feet. The tower has some unique features, like his incredible exterior, 

that twits about one degree per floor to offset the wind effect on higher altitude. The 

Shanghai tower has two glass facades, an inner one and an outer one, like overlapping 

“tubes”. 

The observation deck at Shanghai tower is located on the 118th floor, and allows visitors 

to see the neighbouring Jinmao Tower and World Financial Center from above. The 

elevators are also some of the fastest in the world, making the whole experience of 

ascending and sightseeing the city a unique adventure. 
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Highlights 

 Visit the brand new Shanghai Tower opened in 2016 

 Admire Shanghai’s sunset and night-lights from 118th floor 

 Obtain 360-degrees view of Shanghai from an observation deck 

 Located at the floor 118th of this curve modeling structure 

 Take the elevator up at 65km or 40 miles per hour 

  

 


